We construct a canonical form for pure states in ∧ 3 (C 6 ), the three-fermion system with six single particle states, under local unitary (LU) transformations, i.e., the unitary group U(6). We also construct a minimal set of generators of the algebra of polynomial U(6)-invariants on ∧ 3 (C 6 ). It turns out that this algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomial LU-invariants of three-qubits which are additionally invariant under qubit permutations. As a consequence of this surprising fact, we deduce that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the U(6)-orbits of pure three-fermion states in ∧ 3 (C 6 ) and the LU orbits of pure three-qubit states when qubit permutations are allowed. As an important byproduct, we obtain a new canonical form for pure three-qubit states under LU transformations U(2) × U(2) × U(2) (no qubit permutations allowed).
Introduction
The underlying resource, which makes quantum information processing more powerful than its classical counterpart, is quantum entanglement. The quantum correlations among a number of players can be much stronger than any classical correlation. Quantum entanglement, as a correlation property, should be preserved in certain ways when only 'local' operations are performed. One of the central tasks of entanglement theory is to classify entanglement types with respect to local operations.
More explicitly, for an N-particle state |ψ in the Hilbert space ⊗ N (C M ), a local operation of the form N i=1 A i acting on |ψ preserves certain entanglement properties of |ψ . The two most studied cases are (i) A i ∈ U(M), i.e. all A i are unitary, where all the entanglement properties of |ψ are preserved; (ii) A i ∈ GL(M, C), where entanglement properties of |ψ under local operation and classical communication (SLOCC) are preserved [1, 2, 3] . As throughout the paper we use the general linear group only over the field of complex numbers, for simplicity we will write GL(M, C) as GL (M) . Note that |ψ is non-entangled if and only if it has the form |v 1 ⊗ |v 2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |v N for some |v i ∈ C M . One of the central tasks in the study of these N-party systems is to classify different states, i.e., the orbits under these local Lie groups.
Entanglement of identical particle systems (e.g., fermions and bosons) has also been extensively studied [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , where the concept of entanglement is explored in a mathematical structure different from the tensor product structure of the Hilbert space ⊗ N (C M ). The Hilbert space is now the symmetric power ∨ N (C M ) for bosonic systems, and the exterior power ∧ N (C M ) for fermionic systems, which can be identified with the subspace of the symmetric and the antisymmetric tensors in ⊗ N (C M ), respectively. The non-entangled states have the form |v ∨N in the bosonic case [8, 4, 9] , and the form of a Slater determinant |v 1 ∧ |v 2 ∧ . . . ∧ |v N in the fermionic case [7] . Then an LU operation is an element U of the unitary group U(M) acting on the states as the operator U ⊗N . Similarly, an SLOCC operation A corresponds to an element of the group GL(M).
In this work we consider the fermionic system with 3 fermions with 6 single particle states, i.e. N = 3 and M = 6. We denote by ∧ 3 (C 6 )/U(6) the set of U(6)-orbits in ∧ 3 (V ), and define similarly the quotient set ⊗ 3 (C 2 )/ ((U(2) × U(2) × U(2)) ⋊ S 3 ). Our first main result is to establish the following natural bijective correspondence:
To be more precise, choose the orthonormal basis vectors of V = C 6 to be |i , i = 1, . . . , 6 and set e ijk = |i ∧ |j ∧ |k . From these basis vectors we form three pairs {|i , |i + 1 }, i = 1, 3, 5, and introduce three subspaces
We define the so-called single occupancy vector (SOV) subspace W by
It was shown in [10] that any |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) is LU-equivalent to a state |φ ∈ W . The subspace W can be identified with the Hilbert space of three qubits by the isometry W → C 2 ⊗C 2 ⊗C 2 which is defined by e i+1,j+3,k+5 → |ijk , i, j, k ∈ {0, 1}.
This identifies |ψ ∈ W with a three-qubit state |φ in a one-to-one manner. The subgroup G of U(6) which leaves the subspace W globally invariant is the semidirect product
where the symmetric group S 3 permutes the three copies of U (2) . Given a U(6)-orbit O ⊆ ∧ 3 (C 6 ), the intersection O ′ := O ∩ W is a single G-orbit. Conversely, any G-orbit in W is contained in a unique U(6)-orbit O. Hence, the correspondence in Eq. (1) is indeed natural. In terms of quantum entanglement theory, this means that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the LU orbits of N = 3, M = 6 fermionic states and the orbits of three-qubit states under LU transformations and qubit permutations. Moreover we show that, when the two quotient sets in Eq. (1) are equipped with quotient topologies, then our one-to-one correspondence is a homeomorphism. There is no hope to generalize these results to the case N ≥ 4, M = 2N because there exist pure fermionic states in ∧ 4 (C M ) which are not single occupancy states [10] .
Our main tool is the powerful invariant theory. In Sec. 4 we construct a minimal set of homogeneous generators of the algebra A of polynomial U(6)-invariants, which consists of six primary generators, which are algebraically independent, and an additional secondary generator. In Sec. 5 we recall the known results about the algebra of polynomial LUinvariants of three qubits, and construct a minimal set of homogeneous generators for its subalgebra B consisting of the invariants that are additionally fixed by qubit permutations. In Theorem 6 we show that these two algebras are isomorphic as graded algebras, which leads to the result of Eq. (1) .
Based on the full knowledge of the algebra A, we move further to construct a canonical form for the fermionic states with N = 3 and M = 6. This is the second main result of the paper. That is, any state in ∧ 3 (C 6 ) is LU-equivalent to a state |ψ = ae 235 + be 145 + ce 136 + de 246 + ze 135 ,
where a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ 0, z = x+iy with x, y real, x ≥ 0, and d is the maximum of | α ∧ β ∧ γ|ψ | taken over all unit vectors |α ∧ β ∧ γ . We denote by ∆ the spherical region consisting of all states |ψ of that form. We show that ∆ is a closed connected region and that its relative interior ∆ 0 is dense in ∆. Moreover, we show that if two different states in ∆ are LU-equivalent then they must both lie on the boundary of ∆, see Theorem 21 for more details.
By using the one-to-one correspondence in Eq.
(1) and the canonical form for the fermionic states, we construct a new canonical form for three-qubit pure states (without any qubit permutations). This is the third main result of the paper. The isometry Eq. (4) maps the fermionic state Eq. (6) to the three-qubit state |φ = a|100 + b|010 + c|001 + d|111 + z|000 .
When a, b, c, x ≥ 0 and d = max α,β,γ | α, β, γ|ψ |, where |α, β, γ is any three-qubit product state, Eq. (7) gives a canonical form for three-qubit pure states. This completes the missing case for three-qubit canonical forms discussed in [11] , see Sec. 9 for more details. We believe that our results, on both the relationships between the invariants of Lie groups U(6) and G, and the canonical forms, will not only attract interest from quantum information science community studying entanglement properties, for both distinguishable particle systems and identical particle systems, but also will be of interest solely mathematically. Like other connections between small Lie groups, we certainly believe the simple format of our results will find applications in yet some other area of science.
We organize our paper as follows. In Sec. 2, we review some related work in quantum information theory that studies local orbits, for both distinguishable and identical particle systems. We compare these previous works to our results, which further motivates our work. In Sec. 3, we discuss reduced density matrices (RDMs) for pure states of the N = 3, M = 6 fermionic system, and compare them with RDMs of three-qubit systems. The spectra of these RDMs, which are obviously invariant under U(6), will be later used to build some of the invariants. In Sec. 4, we discuss the algebra of polynomial U(6) invariants of the N = 3, M = 6 fermionic system, and in Sec. 5 we consider the algebra of the symmetric polynomial invariants of three qubits. These two algebras are shown to be isomorphic as graded algebras. In Sec. 6-8 we study the canonical form for pure states of the N = 3, M = 6 fermionic system. Finally, in Sec. 9 we present a new canonical form for three-qubit pure states.
Related Work

Systems of distinguishable particles
It is well-known that in the simplest case of N = 2 particles, any state |ψ in C M ⊗ C M is LU-equivalent to a state in the canonical form given by the Schmidt decomposition
where the states |i , i = 1, . . . , M form an orthonormal basis of C M , and λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ M ≥ 0. Thus states with different Schmidt coefficients λ i will generically be LU-inequivalent. The case N = 3 turns out to be much more complicated, as no direct generalization of the Schmidt decomposition is available. A canonical form for LU orbits of three qubits was obtained in [11] as
where the coefficients η i are real and nonnegative. However, no canonical form has ever been found for any other N ≥ 3 system. The problem of classifying SLOCC orbits was solved, in some other cases of small systems, thanks to the larger group GL(M) ×N compared to U(M) ×N . It is well-known that threequbit pure states can be entangled in two-inequivalent ways [1] , i.e.,
Four-qubit SLOCC equivalence classes have also been identified, however, now infinitely many orbits exist [12, 13] . SLOCC equivalence classes for other cases have also been discussed, for instance the 2 × M × N states investigated by the range criterion [2] , multipartite symmetric states by the tensor rank [3] , and multiqubit symmetric states by locally identical operators [14] . In all these investigations invariant theory plays an important role. Recently, a connection of SLOCC classification with the theory of the quantum marginal problem has been studied [15, 16, 17] . It was shown that the set of vectors with entries given by the eigenvalues of the one particle reduced density matrices is a convex polytope (namely the entanglement polytope), for the set of states in any SLOCC equivalence class. Further, it was shown that there is only a finite number of polytopes for any N and M, compared to an in general infinite number of SLOCC orbits. Hence, the result in [15, 16, 17] provides a coarse-grained version of the SLOCC classification. In identifying these polytopes, invariant theory also plays a crucial role.
Fermionic systems
In the case N = 2 and even local dimension M = 2K, canonical forms for LU orbits similar to the Schmidt decomposition have been obtained for both bosonic and fermionic systems [5, 7, 8] . The bosonic state is LU-equivalent to a state which has exactly the same form as Eq. (8) . It means that we have a one-to-one correspondence
The fermionic case is a bit different as any fermionic state is LU-equivalent to a special form of Eq. (8)
where α i |α j = β i |β j = δ ij , and α i |β j = 0. This means that we have a one-to-one correspondence
This fact is indeed known, see e.g., [10] .
For the case N ≥ 3, there is no generalization of the Schmidt decomposition. So far no nontrivial canonical forms of LU orbits for N ≥ 3 bosonic/fermionic systems have been identified. By "non-trivial" we mean that there are some trivial cases which can be treated easily. For instance, for bosonic systems with M = 2, the LU group is just U(2). For fermionic systems, due to the particle-hole duality, only the cases M ≥ 2N are of interest.
The simplest nontrivial fermionic system with N = 3 and M = 6, i.e., three fermions with six single particle states, has attracted much attention recently. Its SLOCC orbits have been completely classified, and it turns out that there is a surprising link to the SLOCC orbits of three-qubits [18] . That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the SLOCC orbits of these two very different systems
which is yet another accidental coincidence involving small Lie groups. For several N and M fermionic systems with N ≥ 3, the SLOCC orbits in ∧ N (C M ) were classified as early as 1931 in the context of multilinear algebra [19] . The SLOCC orbits and polynomial invariants of three qubits were studied in detail in 1999 [20] , in the context of 2 × 2 × 2 complex matrices. The fact that there is a natural correspondence between these orbits and the SLOCC orbits of the fermionic system ∧ 3 (C 6 ) is also pointed out in the same reference. Studies of the N-representability problem [21] suggest some further connection of the orbits of the N = 3, M = 6 fermionic system with the orbits of three-qubit system, but in a more complicated situation where the LU orbits are considered. Because of the smaller group U(6) compared to GL(6), one needs to deal with many more (in fact infinitely many) orbits. It was shown that, if one arranges the eigenvalues λ i of the one-particle RDM of any pure N = 3, M = 6 fermionic state |ψ in a non-increasing order as λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ 5 ≥ λ 6 , then λ i + λ 7−i = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 [10, 22, 23, 24, 25] . This indicates that there is always a representative of each LU orbit which adopts a special form, namely the single-occupancy form.
However, one key question remained unanswered: for a given N = 3, M = 6 fermionic state |ψ , can any two of its LU-equivalent states in W correspond to two LU-inequivalent three-qubit states under the LU group U(2) × U(2) × U(2) and the permutation of qubits? In other words, is there a one-to-one correspondence between the LU orbits of N = 3, M = 6 fermionic states and the three-qubit states, just like in the SLOCC case in (13)? This question is answered affirmatively by (1) and Theorem 6 in Sec. 5. Although (1) and (13) are similar, we emphasize that the former relation is much more important because many physical properties of three-qubit pure states are invariant under the group U(2)×U(2)×U(2), but not under GL(2) × GL(2) × GL(2). Such properties include entanglement measures (e.g., geometric measure of entanglement in Sec. 2.3), eigenvalues of RDMs and so on. Moreover, the group U(2) × U(2) × U(2) is realizable with probability one in experiment, while GL(2) × GL(2) × GL(2) corresponding to SLOCC can be realized only with a nonvanishing probability.
Note that when talking about three-qubit orbits, one has to take into account the qubit permutations by the symmetric group S 3 . This is because, in the fermionic case, qubit permutations correspond to permuting the subspaces V 1 ,V 2 , V 3 , which preserve W . On the other hand, in considering the three-qubit LU orbits such as Eq. (9), the qubit permutations were not taken into account [11] . In fact, two states given by Eq. (9) with different parameters a, b, c may correspond to the same orbit under (U(2) × U(2) × U(2)) ⋊ S 3 . So Eq. (9) is no longer a canonical form in this case. As permutation of qubits does not change the main entanglement properties of quantum states, it should be taken into account for any task involving entanglement classification.
Geometric measure of entanglement
In quantum information science the geometric measure of entanglement (GME) is a known multipartite entanglement measure [26] . For N-partite pure states |ψ ∈ ⊗ N i=1 H i , the GME is defined as [27] 
where Λ(ψ) = max |a 1 ,...,a N | a 1 , . . . , a N |ψ |, and |a i ∈ H i are unit vectors. For fermionic system, we can similarly define the GME for N-vectors as
where
In the case N = 3, M = 6, for any pure fermionic state |ψ we will define the quantity µ(ψ) to be the maximum overlap | α ∧ β ∧ γ|ψ | over all decomposable three-vectors |α ∧ β ∧ γ of unit norm in Definition 9. In particular, Λ f (ψ) = µ(ψ) for any 3-vector |ψ ∈ W , where W is the SOV space defined in (3) . By using the embedding relation (16) and Lemma 10, we can obtain Λ(ψ) = 6 −1/2 Λ f (ψ) for |ψ ∈ W . Since µ does not change under local unitary operations, it follows that if µ(φ) = µ(ψ) then |φ and |ψ are not LU-equivalent. Recall from Eq. (1) that when N = 3, M = 6 there is a one-to-one correspondence between the LU orbits of fermionic states and the LU plus permutations orbits of three-qubit states. By (14) , (15) , and Lemma 10, computing the GME of |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (C 6 ) is equivalent to the same task for three-qubit pure states. In recent years, the GME has been used in the context of many different aspects in quantum information. First, most multipartite states have been shown to be too entangled to implement measurement-based quantum computing via GME [28] . GME is also important for studying multiple-prover quantum Merlin-Arthur games [29] and weak multiplicativity for random quantum channels [30] . Second, there have been efforts to search for the maximally entangled multiqubit states with respect to the GME [31, 32] . Research has also been carried out over the additivity, and computation of GME for Dicke, Smolin, stabilizer, and antisymmetric states [33, 34] . Third, computing the GME is helpful for the understanding of other important entanglement measures including the entanglement of formation [27] , relative entropy of entanglement, and entanglement of robustness [35, 34] . Fourth, the GME is also related to the long-standing open problems on symmetrical-informationally-complete (SIC)-POVM and mutually unbiased bases (MUB) [36] .
Thus studying the GME is important, however it has been proved to be hard even for three-qubit pure states [31] . Our Lemma 12 gives a general method for computing the quantity µ (and the GME) of the linear superposition of two states with known values of µ. Next, Theorem 16 gives a collection of inequalities which cut out a spherical region ∆, by which one can decide whether a given positive number is the value of µ of some three-qubit pure state. Third, we show that the maximally entangled three-qubit pure state with respect to the GME is the W state, see Proposition 19. This gives an independent proof of the main result of [31] . Fourth, Proposition 20 shows that the region ∆ provides the canonical form for three-fermionic states |ψ , in which d = µ(ψ) is one of the coordinates. Fifth, we give an algorithm to compute the GME for three-qubit states in Sec. 7.2.
Reduced Density Matrices
We consider N-vectors of an M-dimensional Hilbert space V as antisymmetric tensors. We shall use the isometric embedding
Thus we may consider ∧ N (V ) as a subspace of ⊗ N (V ). Consequently, we may apply the partial trace operators to the density matrix ρ = |ψ ψ|. Although ρ acts on ⊗ N (V ), its support (i.e., range) is contained in ∧ N (V ) and we shall identify ρ with its restriction to ∧ N (V ). The general linear group GL := GL(V ) acts on H by the so called diagonal action:
In other words, A ∈ GL acts on H as ⊗ N A. Similarly, we have the action of GL on ∧ N V where A ∈ GL acts as ∧ N A, i.e., we have
These actions can be restricted to the unitary group U(V ) of V . We shall say that two N-vectors |φ and |ψ are equivalent if they belong to the same GL-orbit, i.e., |ψ = A · |φ for some A ∈ GL. We shall also say that they are unitarily equivalent or LU-equivalent if A can be chosen to be unitary.
In this paper we consider only the case where M = 6 and N = 3, that is, three fermions with six single particle states. We have the following result from [10] .
Lemma 1 Any three-fermion pure state with six single particle states is LU-equivalent to |ψ = ae 235 + be 145 + ce 136 + de 246 + ze 135 ,
where e ijk = |i ∧ |j ∧ |k , the coefficients a, b, c, d ≥ 0, z ∈ C, and
The symmetric group S 3 is generated by the 3-cycle σ = (123) and the transposition τ = (12). We embed S 3 into the unitary group U(6) as follows: 
In terms of the coordinates a, b, c, d, z, the action of σ and τ on W 6 is given by
(This is the reason why we introduced the factor −1 in the definition of the matrix of τ .) Thus we can assume that a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ 0 and d ≥ 0.
To compute the 1-body RDM for |ψ , we use a different normalization i.e. it has trace 3, as used by chemists [22] . Thus we set ρ (1) = 3ρ 1 , where ρ 1 is the normalized 1-RDM.
A computation shows that ρ (1) = R a ⊕ R b ⊕ R c , where
Since Tr R x = 1 and
, and the eigenvalues of R x can be written as λ x and 1−λ x with λ x = (1+
Let us denote the eigenvalues of ρ (1) arranged in decreasing order as
Then λ i and λ 7−i are the eigenvalues of the same block R x of ρ (1) . Thus we obtain that if the λ i are arranged in decreasing order, then λ i + λ 7−i = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3 (this fact is proved in [21, 22, 24, 25 ] using other methods).
Next we consider the 2-particle RDM ρ 1,2 . This is a 6 2
matrix, which is also block diagonal with three 4 × 4 blocks, (2, 4) , the corresponding block in ρ 1,2 is denoted by ρ
Block 2: coordinates (1, 5), (1, 6) , (2, 5) , (2, 6) , the corresponding block in ρ 1,2 is denoted by ρ
1,2 , Block 3: coordinates (3, 5) , (3, 6) , (4, 5) , (4, 6) , the corresponding block in ρ 1,2 is denoted by ρ
1,2 , and a zero 3 × 3 block at the coordinates (1, 2), (3, 4) , (5, 6) .
Using Eq. (18), the three non-zero blocks are given by
Note that for |ψ given in Eq. (18), |ψ ∈ W is a SOV state. So |ψ can be identified as a qubit state for qubits A, B, C, via the map e i+1,j+3,k+5 → |ijk , i, j, k ∈ {0, 1}, i.e.
Then we have
4 Polynomial U(6)-invariants of three fermions
We continue to use the real 6-dimensional subspace W 6 ⊆ ∧ 3 (V ) introduced in Section 3. We shall write an arbitrary |ψ ∈ W 6 as in Eq. (18), and use a, b, c, d and z = x + iy as its coordinates (with x and y real).
We denote by U(6) the unitary group of V . We set ρ = |ψ ψ| where
is an arbitrary 3-vector. Since we work with non-normalized pure states we should specify how we normalize the density matrix ρ and its one-and two-body RDMs ρ 1 := Tr 2,3 (ρ) and ρ 1,2 := Tr 3 (ρ). We shall require that
Thus, if |ψ is a unit vector then the density matrices ρ, ρ 1 , and ρ 1,2 all have trace 1. Note that this normalization is different from the one used in Section 3. Let us introduce the U(6) or LU-invariants of ∧ 3 (V ). To begin, we have to consider ∧ 3 (V ) as a real vector space, and our invariants will belong to the algebra P R of complex-valued polynomials defined on this real vector space. We shall denote this algebra of invariants by P U R . After complexification, we obtain the representation of GL(6) on C ⊗ R ∧ 3 (V ). This tensor product decomposes into a direct sum of two complex holomorphic representations of GL(6), namely ∧ 3 (V ) and its complex conjugate representation. However, since U(6) is a compact group, the complex conjugate representation is isomorphic to the dual representation. These two irreducible representations of GL (6) are not isomorphic, but they become isomorphic when restricted to SL(6) (again, by SL(6) we mean SL(6, C)). This means that C ⊗ R ∧ 3 (V ) is the direct sum of two copies of the fundamental representation of SL(6) on ∧ 3 (V ). Let us denote by P the algebra of complex holomorphic polynomials on C ⊗ R ∧ 3 (V ). The complexification of P SU R coincides with the algebra P SL of holomorphic polynomial SL(6)-invariants on C ⊗ R ∧ 3 (V ). It is known [37] that this algebra is regular, i.e., it is a polynomial algebra (in 7 variables).
Due to the direct decomposition of C ⊗ R ∧ 3 (V ), the algebra P is bigraded, and the same is true for its subalgebra P SL . From [37, Table 2a ] we know that the 7 bihomogeneous generators of P SL have bidegrees (1, 1), (4, 0), (3, 1), (2, 2), (1, 3), (0, 4), (3, 3) . Hence, the bigraded Poincaré series of P SL is
It is not hard to compute the bigraded Poincaré series of P GL . We can distinguish the two irreducible submodules of C ⊗ R ∧ 3 (V ) by taking into account the action of the central torus of GL (6) . Thus, we replace s ,t with sz, tz −1 respectively, and expand f (sz, tz −1 ) into the Laurent series with respect to the variable z. Then the bigraded Poincaré series of P GL , say g(s, t), is the constant term of that Laurent series. It is given by the contour integral over the unit circle:
By computing this contour integral by standard methods (e.g., the Residue Theorem) and then setting s = t, we obtain the ordinary Poincaré series of P GL :
This is also the Poincaré series of P U R . Any polynomial LU-invariant f is uniquely determined by its restriction f ′ := f | W 6 . These restrictions are polynomials in only 6 real variables, and so calculations with them are much faster than with the full expressions for the invariants which depend on 40 real variables. When convenient, we may specify f by giving explicit expression for its restriction f ′ . Let us now describe the generators of P U R that we shall use. The norm square, M 1 := ψ 2 , is the unique invariant of degree 2. By using our normalizations (28), we also have
The representation space ∧ 3 (C 6 ) of GL (6) is a well known regular prehomogeneous vector space, [38, Example 2.5]. We shall denote its relative invariant by F . In particular, F is also an SU(6)-invariant, in fact the unique invariant of bidegree (4, 0), and its complex conjugate is the unique invariant of bidegree (0, 4). The invariant F was recently rediscovered by Levay and Vrana who also found a nice explicit formula for it [18, Eq. (14) ]. When restricted to W 6 , it has a very simple expression
The elementary symmetric functions of the determinants D x defined in Eqs. (22)- (24), namely
There is an SU(6)-invariant, J, of bidegree (1, 3) whose restriction to W 6 is given by
However, in order to uniquely identify J, we have to replace W 6 with the 7-dimensional real subspace W 7 ⊃ W 6 , for which we allow the coordinate d in Eq. (18) to become complex. Thus, we replace d with the complex coordinate w. By denoting the restriction of J to W 7 by J ′′ , and similarly for M 1 , we have
One can verify that
We shall indicate later in this section how one can construct the invariant M 7 without using J. As F is an SU(6)-invariant of bidegree (4, 0), it follows that F J 2 is a unitary invariant. Consequently, M 7 is also a unitary invariant. Moreover, direct computation shows that
Theorem 2 The algebra A := P U R is generated over C by the invariants M 1 , . . . , M 7 . The first six of these generators are algebraically independent. If A p is the subalgebra of A generated by these six polynomials, then A is a free A p -module with basis {1, M 7 }.
Proof.
We have seen that the M i are unitary invariants. The algebraic independence of the polynomials M 1 , . . . , M 6 can be verified by exhibiting a point in ∧ 3 (V ) at which the Jacobian of these polynomials has rank 6. In fact it suffices to verify this for the restrictions
In that case one can use the point in W 6 with coordinates a = 1, b = 2, c = 3, d = 4, and x = y = 1. Hence, A p is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra over C in six variables. The homogeneous component, say A (12) p , of degree 12 of A p has dimension 12, while the one of A has dimension 13, see Eq. (31) . One can easily verify that M 7 / ∈ A (12) 7 for some g ∈ A p . As A p is a unique factorization domain, it is integrally closed in its field of fractions, say K. If f = 0 then also g = 0, and we obtain that M 7 = f /g ∈ K. For convenience, let h = F J 2 and we point out that
Eq. (55) shows that |J| 2 ∈ A p , and so |h| 2 ∈ A p . By a computer calculation, one can easily check that h + h * belongs to A p . Explicitly, we have
This, and the identity (h−h
∈ A p , and so M 7 is integral over A p . As A p is integrally closed, we must have M 7 ∈ A p , which gives a contradiction.
We conclude that f = 0, and so 
From Eqs. (48), (55), and (56) we obtain that
This is the unique algebraic relation (syzygy) among the seven generators M i , all other such relations are consequences of this one. Thus we can construct the invariant M 7 (up to ± sign) from this formula, and so avoid the use of the invariant J. The sign of M 7 should be chosen to agree with Eq. (50). We remark that the invariants M 1 , . . . , M 7 take real values only. This follows from the fact that the restrictions M 
The summation is over the 12 ordered pairs ({α, β}, γ) where α, β, γ are three distinct elements of the set {a, b, c, d}. We omit the details of this verification.
Let us also remark that
which follows immediately from Eqs. (44)-(46). We recall that there are exactly four nonzero GL(6)-orbits in ∧ 3 (V ). By analogy with the pure three-qubit states (see [18] ) we label these orbits as follows and give their representatives:
( 
Proof.
Without any loss of generality we may assume that |ψ is normalized and given by Eq. (18) (ii) If |ψ is biseparable, we may assume that b = c = z = 0, and so M 5 and M 1 M 2 − 2M 3 vanish at |ψ . Conversely, assume that M 5 and M 1 M 2 − 2M 3 vanish at |ψ and that M 2 (ψ) > 0. Then we have x = 0 and Eq. (59) implies that b = c = z = 0. Now the condition M 2 (ψ) > 0 implies that ad > 0, and so |ψ is biseparable.
(iv) It is well known that |ψ is of GHZ type if and only if F (ψ) = 0, i.e., M 5 (ψ) > 0.
(iii) This follows from (iv) and (ii). ⊓ ⊔ Note that for the decomposability of |ψ it suffices to check that M 2 (ψ) = 0 instead of using the Grassmann-Plücker relations.
Symmetric polynomial invariants of three qubits
The action of the local unitary group U(2) × U(2) × U(2) on the Hilbert space of three qubits, H = C 2 ⊗ C 2 ⊗ C 2 , can be extended to the action of the semidirect product
, where the symmetric group S 3 permutes the three copies of C 2 . We refer to the complex-valued G-invariant polynomial functions on H (viewed as a real vector space) as the symmetric polynomial invariants of three qubits. We denote by B the C-algebra of the symmetric polynomial invariants.
Our first objective in this section is to compute a minimal set of generators of B. The complex linear map H → ∧ 3 (V ) which maps
is an isometry, i.e., it preserves the norms of vectors, as well as the inner products. By using this map we shall identify H with the SOV subspace W . We shall also identify G with the subgroup of U(6) which preserves W . Our second objective is to prove that the above embedding H → ∧ 3 (V ) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the G-orbits in W and the U(6)-orbits in ∧ 3 (V ). Let us recall some well-known facts about the algebra C of polynomial LU-invariants of three qubits. Let |ψ ∈ H and set ρ = |ψ ψ|. There are six primary invariants:
where Hdet is the Cayley hyperdeterminant, see e.g., [11] . There is only one secondary invariant f 7 := s 2 2 Hdet * . This invariant has been constructed by M. Grassl, see [11] for the definition of s 2 . For convenience, we shall replace the generators f 5 and f 7 by the invariants
The values of the Q i at |ψ = a|100 + b|010 + c|001 + d|111 + z|000 , where a, b, c, d are real and z = x + iy, are given by the formulae:
where Φ is given in Eq. (51). It is still true that Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 can be taken as the primary invariants and Q 7 as the secondary invariant. Since the transposition (1, 2) ∈ S 3 fixes f 5 , it follows that Q 5 , which is the symmetrization of f 5 with respect to the cycle (1, 2, 3) ∈ S 3 , is fixed by S 3 . While f 7 is not fixed by S 3 , one can check that Q 7 is. Moreover, a computation shows that Q 2 7 ∈ C[Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 ]. Note that now S 3 fixes the LU-invariants Q 1 , Q 5 , Q 6 , Q 7 , and one can check that it acts faithfully on the set {Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 4 }. Thus, S 3 acts on the polynomial algebra C[Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 4 ]. Since any symmetric polynomial can be expressed as a polynomial in the elementary symmetric functions of the variables, we conclude that the S 3 -invariants in C[Q 2 , Q 3 , Q 4 ] are generated by
We can now construct a minimal set of generators for the algebra of polynomial Ginvariants of three qubits.
Theorem 5
The algebra B of polynomial G-invariants of three qubits is generated by the polynomials
, and 12, respectively. The first six are the primary invariants and they generate the subalgebra B p isomorphic to the polynomial algebra in six variables. The last generator, Q 7 , is a secondary invariant. Moreover, Q 2 7 ∈ B p and B is a free module over B p with basis {1, Q 7 }.
Proof.
Let C p be the subalgebra of C generated by its primary generators Q 1 , . . . , Q 6 . Note that C p is invariant under the action of S 3 . Since
and S 3 fixes Q 1 , Q 5 , and Q 6 , we deduce that the subalgebra, C S 3 p , of S 3 -invariants in C p is generated by Q 1 , Q 5 , Q 6 , Q 2 + Q 3 + Q 4 , Q 2 Q 3 + Q 2 Q 4 + Q 3 Q 4 , and Q 2 Q 3 Q 4 . Thus we have C S 3 p = B p . Since these six polynomials are algebraically independent, B p is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra in six variables.
Since Q 7 is fixed by S 3 and Q 2 7 ∈ C p , we deduce that Q 2 7 ∈ C S 3 p = B p . Since C is a free C p module with basis {1, Q 7 }, we can write any f ∈ B uniquely as f = f 1 + f 2 Q 7 with
, and so B = B p [Q 7 ]. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can show that B is a free B p module with basis {1, Q 7 }. ⊓ ⊔ We can now show that the embedding (60) gives a one-to-one correspondence between Gequivalence classes of pure three-qubit states in H and the LU-equivalence classes of pure fermionic states in ∧ 3 (V ).
Theorem 6
The restriction map f → f | W from the algebra A := P U R to the C-algebra of polynomial functions on W , viewed as a real vector space, is injective and its image is the algebra B of polynomial G-invariants of three qubits. In particular these two algebras are isomorphic as graded algebras. If O is an U(6)-orbit in ∧ 3 (V ) then O ∩ W is a single Gorbit in W , and the map which sends O to O ∩ W is a one-to-one correspondence between the LU-equivalence classes of pure fermionic states in ∧ 3 (V ) and the G-equivalence classes of pure 3-qubit states in W .
Proof.
For f ∈ A we denote by f W the restriction of f to the subspace W ⊆ ∧ 3 (V ). Let us also denote by A W the image of A by this restriction map. Recall that each pure fermionic state is LU-equivalent to an SOV. This implies that if f W = 0 and f ∈ A, then f = 0. Thus, the restriction map A → A W is an isomorphism of graded algebras. As G is a subgroup of U(6), it is easy to verify that for f ∈ A we have f W ∈ B. Hence, A W is a subalgebra of B. It follows from Theorem 5 that the algebras A W and B have the same Poincaré series, namely the one given by Eq. (31). As A W ⊆ B, we must have the equality
Now let O be an U(6)-orbit in ∧ 3 (V ). As mentioned above, we must have O ∩ W = ∅. Since A W = B, it follows that O ∩ W is a single G-orbit. Hence, the map which sends O → O ∩ W is indeed the one-to-one correspondence as asserted in the theorem.
⊓ ⊔ Corollary 7 A polynomial f ∈ C is invariant under qubit permutations (i.e., it belongs to the subalgebra B) if and only if its restriction f ′ := f | W 6 is a symmetric polynomial with respect to the variables a, b, c.
Recall that W 6 is an S 3 -invariant real subspace of W of dimension six, with coordinates a, b, c, d, x, y. It is easy to verify that, when restricted to W 6 , S 3 fixes the coordinates d, x, y and permutes the coordinates a, b, c. Now the assertion follows from the fact that the map which sends f ∈ C to its restriction f ′ is injective. ⊓ ⊔ The one-to-one correspondence mentioned in Theorem 6 is in fact a homeomorphism between the orbit spaces ∧ 3 (V )/U(6) and W/G. As sets, these orbit spaces are just the set of U(6)-orbits in ∧ 3 (V ) and the set of G-orbits in W , respectively. However, they are also toplogical spaces with respect to the quotient topology arising from the projection maps 
Corollary 8
The one-to-one correspondence ∧ 3 (V )/U(6) → W/G, constructed in Theorem 6 is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Let us denote by T the inverse of this correspondence. Thus, for any |φ ∈ W we have T (G · |φ ) = U(6) · |φ . Since the composite of π V and the inclusion map ι : W → ∧ 3 (V ) is continuous and coincides with T • π W , we deduce that T is continuous. It remains to show that T −1 is continuous. By Lemma 1 we know that U(6) · W = ∧ 3 (V ). Let U(6) act trivially on W/G. If |α , |β ∈ W are LU-equivalent, then by Theorem 6 they belong to the same G-orbit and so π W (α) = π W (β). Therefore we can apply [40, Theorem 3.3] to the U(6)-spaces ∧ 3 (V )/U(6) and W/G. We conclude that π W extends uniquely to a continuous map π
• π V and so T −1 must be continuos. ⊓ ⊔
The canonical region
In this section we shall work with normalized states only, which means that we have M 1 = 1. For convenience, we shall identify any point (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ R 4 × C with the corresponding vector |ψ given by Eq. (18) . We shall always write the complex coordinate z as z = x + iy, where x and y are real. Thus we have identified the subspace W 6 with the product R 4 × C. We denote by Σ the unit sphere of W 6 , i.e., the set of all points (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ W 6 such that a 2 + b 2 + c 2 + d 2 + |z| 2 = 1. We shall denote by Σ i , i = 1, 2, 3, the unit sphere of the subspace V i of V , see Eq. (2).
The canonical region ∆
To begin, we introduce two continuous functions µ : ∧ 3 (V ) → R and µ ′ : W → R.
Definition 9
For |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ), we set
and for |ψ ∈ W , we set
We prove that µ ′ is the restriction of µ.
Lemma 10
For |ψ ∈ W , we have µ
Proof.
, and |γ ′ ∈ V 1 + V 2 . At least two of these three vectors must be linearly independent, say |α ′ and |γ ′ . We can write |α ′ = c 2 |γ 2 + c 3 |γ 3 where c 2 , c 3 ≥ 0, and |γ 2 ∈ V 2 and |γ 3 ∈ V 3 are unit vectors. Similarly, we write |γ ′ = a 1 |α 1 + a 2 |α 2 where a 1 , a 2 ≥ 0, and |α 1 ∈ V 1 and |α 2 ∈ V 2 are unit vectors. As µ(ψ) > 0, either a 1 or c 3 is non-zero, and so we have a 2 c 2 < 1. We have | α ′ |γ ′ | 2 = ta . Since both |α ∧ β ∧ γ and |γ ′ ∧ β ′′ ∧ α ′ are unit vectors in ∧ 3 (L), they differ only by a phase factor. Hence, we can assume that |α = |γ ′ , |β = |β ′′ and |γ = |α ′ . Since 
Consequently, µ ′ (ψ) = µ(ψ).
⊓ ⊔
For |ψ ∈ W 6 given by Eq. (18), we have
where the maximum is taken over all unit vectors u i = (ξ i , η i ) ∈ C 2 , i = 1, 2, 3.
Definition 11
We denote by ∆ the subset of Σ consisting of all points p = (a, b, c, d, z),
, where the state |ψ corresponds to p.
Since µ is a continuous function, it follows that ∆ is a closed (and so compact) subset of Σ. The relative interior of ∆ as a subset of Σ, is the set ∆ 0 of all points p ∈ ∆ for which there exists ε > 0 such that q ∈ Σ and q − p < ε imply that q ∈ ∆. As ∆ is closed, the relative boundary ∂∆ of ∆ is the set-theoretic difference ∆ \ ∆ 0 . At this point we do not know whether ∆ 0 = ∅, but we shall see later that this is the case. Note that ∆ is contained in the northern hemisphere of Σ defined by the inequality d > 0. We shall prove now that ∆ and ∆ 0 are connected. For convenience, we shall identify in this lemma the points p ∈ R 4 × C with the corresponding vectors 0p.
Lemma 12 Let p, q ∈ ∆ and let r = tp + (1 −t)q where 0 < t < 1. Then the point s = r/ r belongs to ∆. Consequently, ∆ and ∆ 0 are connected.
Proof.
Since p and q satisfy the linear inequalities (i) of Definition 11, so do r and s. It remains to prove that s also satisfies the condition (ii) of that definition. Let |ψ 1 , |ψ 2 , and |ψ 3 be the states corresponding to the points p, q, and s, respectively, and note that r · |ψ 3 = t|ψ 1 + (1 − t)|ψ 2 . Let p = (a 1 , b 1 , c 1 , d 1 , z 1 ) , q = (a 2 , b 2 , c 2 , d 2 , z 2 ), and s := (a 3 , b 3 , c 3 , d 3 , z 3 ) . By definition of µ we have
where the maxima are over all decomposable 3-vectors |α ∧ β ∧ γ of unit norm. As the inequality µ(s) ≥ d 3 is trivial, the proof is completed. ⊓ ⊔ In the following lemma we prove a basic property of ∆.
Lemma 13 Each LU-orbit of normalized fermionic states |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) has a representative in ∆.
Let |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) be a unit vector. By Lemma 1 the LU-orbit of |ψ meets W , and so we may assume that |ψ ∈ W , where W = V 1 ∧ V 2 ∧ V 3 is the SOV subspace (see Eq. (2)). By Lemma 10 there exists unit vectors |α ∈ V 1 , |β ∈ V 2 , and |γ ∈ V 3 such that µ(ψ) = α ∧ β ∧ γ|ψ . Let g ∈ U(2) × U(2) × U(2) be chosen so that g|α = |2 , g|β = |4 , and g|γ = |6 . By replacing |ψ with g · |ψ , we obtain that µ := µ(ψ) = e 246 |ψ . Thus we can write |ψ = i,j,k∈{0,1} t ijk e ijk , where t ijk ∈ C, with t 111 = µ.
It is now easy to show that t ijk = 0 if exactly one of i, j, k is zero. Assume that i = 0 and j = k = 1. Let |ϕ = |α ∧ β ∧ γ where α = (t 011 |1 + µ|2 )/ |t 011 | 2 + µ 2 , β = |4 , and γ = |6 . Then we have µ ≥ | ϕ|ψ | = |t 011 | 2 + µ 2 , and so t 011 = 0. Consequently |ψ ∈ W 6 .
By applying a suitable diagonal LU transformation, we can further assume that t ijk ≥ 0 if exactly two of i, j, k are zero. By using the action of the symmetric group S 3 described in Sec. 3, we can further assume that t 100 ≥ t 010 ≥ t 001 ≥ 0. Finally, the diagonal LU transformation, which fixes the basis vectors |i for i = 2, 4, 6 and multiplies them with −1 for i = 1, 3, 5, will replace t 000 with −t 000 and will not change any other t ijk . This means that we can assume that also ℜ(t 000 ) ≥ 0. Hence |ψ ∈ ∆.
⊓ ⊔ In view of this lemma, we shall refer to ∆ as the canonical region. Evidently, two LUequivalent states in ∆ have the same coefficient d. Thus Corollary 14 Two points in ∆ having different d-coordinate are not LU-equivalent.
Inequalities defining ∆
Our definition of ∆ is not easy to use because the condition (ii) is hard to verify. We shall prove that this condition can be replaced by the inequality d > 0 and four additional inequalities. The set of inequalities defining ∆ as a subset of Σ will be simplified later, see Proposition 23. We need an auxiliary lemma, but first let us make a couple of observations. If α, β, γ, δ are arbitrary complex numbers, then the following identity holds
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
where α and β are arbitrary complex numbers, and the maximum is taken over all unit vectors u = (ξ, η) ∈ C 2 . This observation can be generalized as follows.
Lemma 15 Let α, β, γ, δ be any complex numbers. Denote the maximum of |(
Proof. By Eq. (84) we have
The function that we are maximizing here can be rewritten as
Since (|ξ 1 | 2 − |η 1 | 2 , 2ξ 1 η * 1 ) runs through all unit vectors in C 2 (up to an overall phase factor), another application of Eq. (84) gives
By using the identity (83), this formula can be rewritten in the form (85).
which will be tacitly used in the next proof.
, and let |ψ be the corresponding normalized pure fermionic state.
(a) If p ∈ ∆, then d > 0 and the following inequalities hold Proof. To simplify notation, we shall denote by α, β, γ, δ the left hand sides of (90)- (93), respectively. By applying Lemma 15 to compute the maximum in Eq. (81) over unit vectors u 1 and u 2 only, we obtain that µ(ψ) 2 = 1 2 max
, and u 3 = (ξ 3 , η 3 ) ∈ C 2 is any unit vector.
Proof of (a). As p ∈ ∆, we have d = µ(ψ) > 0. Consequently, the inequality
is valid for all unit vectors u 3 = (ξ 3 , η 3 ) ∈ C 2 . We now assume that η 3 = 0 and set ξ 3 /η 3 = te iθ where t and θ are real numbers. By moving the term P in (95) to the left hand side and squaring both sides, we obtain that
We divide the left hand side by |η 3 | 4 and use the fact that |η 3 | −2 = 1 + t 2 . Then the left hand side is divisible by t 2 , and by omitting this factor we obtain that
Since this inequality holds for all real t and θ, we deduce that α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0, i.e., the inequalities (90) and (91) hold. As the discriminant of the quadratic polynomial in t on the left hand side of (97) must be nonpositive for all real θ, we have
If α = 0, then we must have abz + cdz * = 0, which is equivalent to bx = (ab − cd)y = 0. Now assume that β = 0. By setting θ = 0 in (98), we deduce that ℜ(abz + cdz * ) = 0, i.e., bx = 0. Next we shall prove (92) and (93). We can rewrite the inequality (98) as
Since this inequality holds for all real θ, it follows that γ ≥ 0, i.e., the inequality (92) holds. Moreover, we must have
If γ = 0, then the two equalities xy(a 2 b 2 − c 2 d 2 ) = 0 and 4αabc + dx 2 (ab + cd) 2 − dy 2 (ab − cd) 2 = 0 must hold. If also x > 0 then from the first equality we deduce that y(ab − cd) = 0, and then from the second one we deduce that b = 0. Thus γ = 0 implies that bx = 0.
The left hand side of (100) factorizes and we obtain that 
As d > a, this implies that y = 0 and so ab = cd and c > 0. Now (90) implies that c
After canceling the factor 2c 2 d 2 , we obtain that a 2 + b 2 + y 2 < 1/2 which gives a contradiction. Hence, we must have δ ≥ 0.
Proof of (b). We have to prove that d = µ(ψ). It is immediate from the definition of µ(ψ) that d ≤ µ(ψ). In order to prove that d ≥ µ(ψ), we will reverse the main steps in the proof of (a).
Since d > 0, it follows from β ≥ 0 that d 2 ≥ s 1 and, in particular, d ≥ a. Since α ≥ 0 and δ ≥ 0, the inequality (101) holds, and so does the inequality (100). As γ ≥ 0, we deduce that the inequality (99) holds for all real θ, and so does (98). Since α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0, this implies that the inequality (97) holds for all real t and θ, and that the inequality (96) holds for all unit vectors u 3 = (ξ 3 , η 3 ) ∈ C 2 with ξ 3 = te iθ η 3 . We can rewrite the inequality (96) as (2d 2 −P ) 2 ≥ P 2 −4|Q| 2 . By using the identity (83), one can easily show that P 2 −4|Q| 2 ≥ 0. We claim that 2d 2 − P ≥ 0 for all unit vectors u 3 . By computing the maximum of P over all u 3 , our claim asserts that 2d
, we obtain that 4d 2 ≥ 1, i.e., 2d 2 − 1/2 ≥ 0. Hence, our claim is equivalent to the inequality (2d
Therefore it suffices to prove that 3d 2 − 1 ≥ c 2 . In fact the stronger inequality 3d
2 − 1 ≥ a 2 holds. Indeed, the inequality (91) implies that
By adding this inequality and the inequality d 2 ≥ a 2 + |z| 2 , we obtain that 2d
This completes the proof of our claim. By extracting square roots on both sides of (2d
2 , we conclude that the inequality (95) is valid for all unit vectors u 3 . By invoking Eq. (94), we obtain that d ≥ µ(ψ). This completes the proof of part (b), and of the theorem. ⊓ ⊔ We derive two consequences of the above theorem.
Corollary 17
(i) ∆ is the closure of ∆ 0 (in particular, ∆ 0 = ∅).
(ii) All points p = (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ ∆ satisfy the inequality
Proof. (i) It follows from Theorem 16 that ∆ 0 = ∅. For instance, all inequalities defining ∆ are strict at the point p = (8, 4, 2, 11, 2 + 4i)/15 and so p ∈ ∆ 0 . Now, the assertion follows from Lemma 12.
(ii) In view of (i), it suffices to prove this inequality when p ∈ ∆ 0 . If δ denotes the left hand side of Eq. (93), then δ+4abcdx 2 is a polynomial in a, b, c, d and |z| 2 . After substituting
The boundary of ∆
We can now describe the boundary of ∆.
Proposition 18
For p = (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ ∆ with z = x + iy, we have p ∈ ∂∆ if and only if 
) and x ∂Φ ∂y −y ∂Φ ∂x = 8abcdxy. Since at least one of these two expressions is nonzero, the gradient (∇Φ) p is not parallel to p. Consequently, in any neighborhood of p on the unit sphere of W 6 the polynomial Φ takes both positive and negative values. Hence p ∈ ∂∆ by Theorem 16.
We shall prove the converse by contradiction. Thus, in addition to the hypothesis p ∈ ∂∆, we shall assume that cx(a − b)(b − c)Φ(p) = 0. Consequently, we have a > b > c > 0, x > 0. As d > 0 and p ∈ ∂∆, we infer that equality must hold in at least one of the inequalities (90), (91), (92). But in each of these three cases, part (a) of Theorem 16 asserts that equality implies that bx = 0. Hence, we have a contradiction. ⊓ ⊔ To demonstrate that the hypothesis p ∈ ∆ cannot be omitted, consider the point p = (12, 6, 4, 9, 2, 2)/2 √ 35 for which cx(a − b)(b − c)Φ(p) > 0 holds, but p is not in ∆. By using Lemma 10, it follows from [31, Theorem 1] that the minimum of µ ′ (ψ) over all unit vectors |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) is equal to 2/3, and that the minimum is attained only at the states |ψ which, when regarded as a three-qubit state, are LU-equivalent to the W state [1] . They are all LU-equivalent to the point p = (1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 2/3, i √ 2/3) in ∆. It is easy to compute the invariants M i at p:
By using Lemma 13, we deduce that the projection of ∆ on the d-axis is the closed interval We shall prove now that the minimum of µ ′ (ψ) over all normalized states |ψ in ∧ 3 (V ) is 2/3. Thus, we obtain an independent proof of the fact from [31] mentioned above. p = (a, b, c, d , z) ∈ ∆ where z = x + iy.
Proposition 19 Let
(i) The minimum of d over all points p ∈ ∆ is 2/3. It is achieved only at the two points with coordinates a = b = c = 1/3, d = 2/3 and z = ±i √ 2/3.
(ii) min ψ µ(ψ) = 2/3, where the minimum is over all normalized states |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ).
Proof.
(i) Let p ∈ ∆ be any point where the minimum occurs. Clearly, we must have p ∈ ∂∆. Due to the examples given in the proposition, we have d ≤ 2/3, and so 2d 2 − 1 < 0. The inequality (102) implies that c > 0.
Assume that x > 0. As bx > 0, the inequalities (90)-(92) must be strict at the point p. Since 2d 2 − 1 < 0 and c > 0, the inequality (93) implies that y = 0. Suppose now that the inequality (93) at the point p is an equality, i.e., that Φ(p) = 0. By solving the equations M 1 = 1 and Φ(p) = 0 for x 2 and y 2 , we obtain that
We choose a point
, and Φ(p ′ ) = 0. We can do that by simply setting d ′ = d cos θ − a sin θ and a ′ = d sin θ + a cos θ, where θ > 0 is small, and then computing x ′ and y ′ from the above two equations with a and d replaced by a ′ and d ′ , respectively. These two equations guarantee that Φ(p ′ ) = 0. As x > 0 and y = 0, we have to choose x ′ > 0, and y ′ to have the same sign as y. For sufficiently small θ > 0, the inequalities (90)-(92) will be satisfied at the point p ′ , and we will have equality in (93). As b ′ = b and c ′ = c, the other inequalities defining ∆ will also be satisfied. This contradicts with the hypothesis that d takes the minimal value at the point p. We conclude that also the inequality (93) is strict at p.
Consider the function f (t) = 1 − s 1 − y 2 − (x + t) 2 of a real variable t. At the point t = 0 we have f (0) = d 2 . Note that x < 1 and f ′ (0) = −2x < 0. Hence we can choose a small ε > 0 such that f (ε) < d 2 and all four inequalities (90)- (93) are still valid at the point q = (a, b, c, f (ε), x + ε + iy). By part (b) of Theorem 16, we conclude that q ∈ ∆. This contradicts the fact that the minimum of the coordinate d over ∆ occurs at the point p. Thus we have shown that x = 0.
By the inequalities (91) and (102),
2 ), and so c > 0 and s 1 ≤ 3d 2 − 1. By the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality we have
By expanding the leftmost and rightmost member, we obtain that d ≥ 2/3. Moreover, if d = 2/3 then the above inequalities become equalities, and so we must have a = b = c. By (i) we have a ≥ 1/3 and from (91) we have a ≤ 1/3. Hence, p = (1, 1, 1, 2, ±i √ 2)/3. (ii) Since µ ′ is LU-invariant, by Lemma 13 we may minimize over ∆ only. By Lemma 10 we have µ ′ = µ on ∆. Hence (ii) follows from (i). ⊓ ⊔
Three-fermion canonical form
We begin by introducing the notation p → p ′ for the projection map
). Let ∆ ′ be the image of ∆ under this projection map, i.e., ∆ ′ = {p ′ : p ∈ ∆}.
The canonical form
In order to state the main result of this section, the canonical form for fermionic states, we have to resolve the question of LU-equivalence of points in ∆. The most important fact is that two distinct points in ∆ which are LU-equivalent must lie on ∂∆. (ii) cxΦ(p) =cxΦ(q) = 0.
In particular, if p and q are LU-equivalent, then p, q ∈ ∂∆.
Proof.
Necessity. Since p and q are LU-equivalent, they have the same values of the invariants M i , i = 1, . . . , 7. It follows from Definition 11 (ii) thatd = d. By substituting |z| 2 with t on the left hand side of Eq. (118), we obtain a cubic polynomial g(t). As |z| 2 is one of its roots, g(t) factorizes as g(t) = 3d 2 (t − |z| 2 )h(t) where
As the discriminant of h(t) is nonnegative, h(t) has two real roots t 1 ≤ t 2 . As t 1 + t 2 = 3 − 6d 2 − |z| 2 , we have 2|z|
is nonnegative by the same theorem. It follows that |z| 2 ≥ t 2 . Thus all roots of g(t) are real, and |z| 2 is the largest root. By the same argument, |z| 2 is the largest root of g(t), and so |z| = |z|. Eqs. (115)- (117) 
While the case (i) covers all points in ∆ 0 and some points on ∂∆, in all other cases the points lie on ∂∆. It is easy to see that all five cases indeed occur.
We now state our main result, which follows immediately from Lemma 13 and Proposition 20.
Theorem 21 Any normalized pure fermionic state |ϕ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ), with dim V = 6, is LUequivalent to a state |ψ = ae 235 + be 145 + ce 136 + de 246 + ze 135 ,
where p := (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ ∆, z = x + iy. Such a state |ψ is unique if cxΦ(p) > 0; in particular this is true if p ∈ ∆ 0 . To guarantee the uniqueness of |ψ when cxΦ(p) = 0, we require that (i) y ≥ 0 and (ii) y = 0 if c = 0.
(For a simpler description of the canonical region ∆ see Proposition 23 below.)
Our next objective is to give a more geometric description of the canonical region ∆ and its projection ∆ ′ . By restricting the projection map
The fibre of this map over a point p
We shall determine the nature of these fibres and find explicit inequalities which define ∆ ′ as a subset of R 4 . For convenience, we set r : We claim that if F p ′ = {p}, then r = 0. Indeed, observe that p = (p ′ , z) ∈ ∆, with z = x + iy, implies that (p ′ , z * ) ∈ ∆, and so we must have y = 0. Let q := (p ′ , ir) ∈ S p ′ . Since p ∈ ∆, the inequalities (90)-(93) are valid at p. The first two do not involve z and remain valid at q. By using the fact that y = 0, we see that the remaining two inequalities remain valid when we replace p by q. Hence, Theorem 16 implies that q ∈ ∆. Consequently, q ∈ F p ′ , and so we must have q = p, i.e., r = 0. iθ ) ∈ ∆, r > 0, |θ| < π/2. The following assertions hold:
′ ≤ x 0 where x 0 is the nonnegative solution of Eq. (104).
Without any loss of generality, we may assume that θ ≥ 0. For t ∈ [0, π/2], let p(t) = (p ′ , re it ). If c = 0, then the functions Φ(p(t)) and Ψ(p(t)) are constant and so (i) holds in that case. We assume that c > 0. The inequalities (90) and (91) are valid at all points of the fibre F p ′ , not only at the point p, because their left hand sides do not depend on z. Moreover, since b > 0 these two inequalities are strict at each point p(t) ∈ F p ′ with 0 ≤ t < π/2. (i) We have to prove that p(t) ∈ ∆ for t ∈ [0, π/2]. The proof is based on part (a) of Theorem 16. As p ∈ ∆, we have Ψ(p(θ)) = Ψ(p) ≥ 0. Assume that Ψ(p(0)) < 0 and so p(0) / ∈ ∆. There is a unique t 1 ∈ (0, θ] such that Ψ(p(t 1 )) = 0. As Φ(p(t 1 )) > 0, we have p(t 1 ) ∈ ∆. Since b > 0 and 0 < t 1 < π/2, we must have Ψ(p(t 1 )) > 0 by part (a) of Theorem 16. Hence, we have a contradiction. We conclude that Ψ(p(0)) ≥ 0. It follows that for any t ∈ [0, π/2], we have Φ(p(t)) ≥ 0 and Ψ(p(t)) ≥ 0, and so p(t) ∈ ∆.
(ii) Since p ∈ ∆, we have Φ(p) ≥ 0 and Ψ(p) ≥ 0. On the other hand, by the hypothesis, we have Φ(p ′ , r) < 0. It follows that there is a unique t 1 ∈ (0, θ] such that Φ(p(t 1 )) = 0. We deduce that x 0 = r cos t 1 , and that Φ(p(t)) ≥ 0 if and only if t 1 ≤ t ≤ π/2. If Ψ(p(t 1 )) < 0, we can deduce a contradiction by the same argument as in part (i). Therefore Ψ(p(t 1 )) ≥ 0, and the assertion (ii) follows easily. ⊓ ⊔ We now determine the projection ∆ ′ of ∆ and simplify the set of inequalities in Theorem 16 which define ∆.
Proposition 23
as well as the inequalities (91) and (102).
It follows from Lemma 22 that the point p := (p ′ , ir) ∈ F p ′ . Consequently, p ′ must satisfy all inequalities listed in the proposition.
It suffices to show that p ∈ ∆. By Theorem 16, it suffices to verify that p satisfies the inequalities (90), (92) and (93). As d > 0, the inequality (90) follows immediately from (111). One can easily verify that
The inequalities (110) and (111) imply that 3d 2 − 1 − s 1 ≥ 0, and so Ψ(p) − Φ(p) ≥ 0. Since at the point p we have z = ir and so x = 0, we obtain that
). Thus, the inequalities (110) and (111) also imply that Φ(p) ≥ 0. Thus Ψ(p) ≥ Φ(p) ≥ 0, and so the inequalities (92) and (93) also hold at the point p.
(ii) We already know that the listed inequalities are necessary. (Note that the inequalities (93) and (112) are equivalent to each other.) To prove the sufficiency, we observe that all inequalities listed in part (i) are satisfied at the point p ′ := (a, b, c, d), and so p ′ ∈ ∆ ′ . Since |z| = r := √ 1 − s 1 − d 2 and x ≥ 0, we have z ∈ S p ′ , i.e., z = re it for some real t, |t| ≤ π/2. As p satisfies the inequality (112), we have Φ(p ′ , re it ) = Φ(p) ≥ 0. Now Lemma 22 implies that p ∈ F p ′ and, in particular, p ∈ ∆. ⊓ ⊔ We point out that none of the four inequalities d > 0, and (110)-(112) in part (ii) can be omitted. For the inequality d > 0 we can use the point p = (3, 0, 0, 0, 4)/5 which is not in ∆ and satisfies the other three inequalities. Similarly, for the remaining three inequalities: (1, 1, 1, 1, 0 
The algorithm
We shall describe a numerical algorithm which, for a generic normalized state |φ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) as input, computes its canonical form |ψ . Let us denote by p = (a, b, c, d, z) the point in ∆ that corresponds to |ψ . So, our problem is to compute the coordinates a, b, c, d and z = x + iy. Since |φ is given, we can compute the values of the invariants M i at |φ . For simplicity, we shall write in this subsection M i = M i (φ). Since |ψ is LU-equivalent to |φ , we also have M i (p) = M i for i = 1, . . . , 7. Thus, p = (a, b, c, d, z) is a solution of this system of equations. In order to solve numerically this system of equations, we proceed as follows.
By eliminating the expression x 2 − y 2 from Eqs. (46) and (48) we obtain
By solving Eqs. (44), (45) and (114) for s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 , we obtain that
As d > 0, by substituting the above expressions into Eqs. (47) and (49) we obtain the equations 3d 4 |z| 6 + 9(2d
By substituting formally |z| 2 and d 2 in these two equations with new indeterminates s and t, respectively, we obtain two polynomials g(s, t) and h(s, t) which have a common solution, namely s = |z| 2 , t = d 2 . We can eliminate now s from these two equations by computing the resultant of the polynomials g(s, t) and h(s, t) with respect to the variable s. This resultant has the form −2 4 3 5 t 12 f (t), where f (t) is a polynomial in t of degree 8 whose coefficients are polynomials in the six parameters M 1 , . . . , M 6 with integer coefficients. As the fully expanded f (t) has 550 terms, it is only given in Appendix A. Since we know that t = d 2 is a root of f (t), the polynomial f (t) has a factorization f (t) = (t − d 2 )f 1 (t). It turns out that f 1 (t), when expanded as a polynomial in t and the parameters M i , has 41967 terms.
After substituting the expressions (44)-(49) into f 1 (t), by using Maple we obtain the following factorization Computing d 2 is the main step in the algorithm. We applied our algorithm to about 100 randomly chosen input states |φ . In all these cases the equation f (t) = 0 had 4, 6, or 8 real roots, all of them lying in the interval (0, 1). Moreover, d
2 was always the largest of these real roots. Since p ∈ ∆, the correct value of d will be equal to µ(φ).
Once the value of d 2 is selected, the remaining steps of the algorithm are straightforward. We compute |z| 2 by solving the polynomial equation g(s, d 2 ) = 0. As shown in the proof of Proposition 20, this cubic has three real roots and |z| 2 is its largest root. Then the equations (115)-(117) provide the values of s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 . As a 2 , b 2 , c 2 are the roots of the cubic t 3 − s 1 t 2 + s 2 t − s 3 , and we know that a ≥ b ≥ c ≥ 0, we can compute a, b, and c. Next, x 2 (and y 2 ) can be computed from Eq. (46). As x ≥ 0, we obtain also the value of x. Finally, we can determine the sign of y by using Eq. (50).
When applying the algorithm, we had to increase the precision by setting the global Maple parameter Digits from 10 (the default) to 200 since some of the coefficients in f (t) = 0 are small and hence the equation might not be well conditioned.
We conjecture that, if f (t) is not identically zero, then (1) all real roots of f (t) belong to the interval [0, 1] and (2) d 2 is the largest real root of f (t).
8 Real and quasi-real pure fermionic states
We say that a state |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) is real if there exists g ∈ U(6) such that all components of g · |ψ , with respect to the standard basis {e ijk }, are real. Let us denote by O ψ the LU-orbit containing the state |ψ , i.e., O ψ = U(6) · |ψ = {g · |ψ : g ∈ U(6)}. By |ψ * we denote the complex conjugate of |ψ computed in the standard basis. We say that |ψ is quasi-real if |ψ * and |ψ are LU-equivalent. It is immediate that |ψ is quasi-real if and only if O ψ * = O ψ . Note that every real state is quasi-real.
One defines similarly the real and quasi-real pure states of three qubits. A pure threequbit state is real if in some orthonormal basis all of its components are real numbers. It is quasi-real if it is LU-equivalent to its complex conjugate state. It was proved in [11, Eq. (34) and Appendix B] that the pure three-qubit quasi-real states are real.
By using the invariants, we can characterize the quasi-real states.
Proposition 24 A state |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) is quasi-real if and only if M 7 (ψ) = 0.
Proof.
Clearly we may assume that ψ = 1. Since M 7 is a unitary invariant, we may replace |ψ with any state in the orbit O ψ . Hence, by Lemma 13 we may assume that |ψ ∈ ∆ and that it is given by Eq. ⊓ ⊔ We can now extend the above mentioned result of Acin et al. [11] to the fermionic states in ∧ 3 (V ).
Proposition 26 Any quasi-real state |ψ ∈ ∧ 3 (V ) is real.
By Lemma 13, we may assume that |ψ ∈ ∆. Let p = (a, b, c, d, z) be the point corresponding to |ψ . If c = 0, then we may assume that z = x ≥ 0 and so |ψ is real. Thus we may assume that c > 0.
As |ψ is quasi-real, we have |ψ * ∈ O ψ . By Theorem 6, the intersection W ∩ O ψ is a single G-orbit. Since both |ψ and |ψ * belong to this intersection, there exists g ∈ G such that |ψ * = g · |ψ . By using that g = Uσ for some U ∈ U(2) × U(2) × U(2) and some σ ∈ S 3 , we obtain that σ −1 Uσ · |ψ = σ −1 · |ψ * . Note that σ −1 Uσ ∈ U(2) × U(2) × U(2). Since the invariants M 2 , M 4 ,M 6 take the same values at |ψ and |ψ * , Lemma 25 implies that σ −1 · |ψ * = |ψ * . We can now apply the above mentioned result of Ref. [11] to conclude the proof.
⊓ ⊔ 9 A new canonical form for pure three-qubit states A canonical form for pure three-qubit states was constructed first by Acin et al. in [11] . Their Fig. 1 shows three inequivalent set of states (I), (II), and (III) that can be used to construct a canonical form. Their canonical form is constructed by using the set (III). They also show that case (II) can be reduced to case (III). However, they were not able to handle the symmetric decomposition (I). By using our canonical form for three fermions, we can obtain a solution in that case.
Recall that Σ denotes the unit sphere of W 6 defined by the equation a 2 +b 2 +c 2 +d 2 +|z| 2 = 1. We begin by introducing the region
which is obviously invariant under the action of S 3 (for the latter see Sec. 3).
Since the inequalities (110), (111), and (112) are not affected by the permutations of the variables a, b, c, it follows easily that Θ is the region of Σ defined by these three inequalities and the linear inequalities a, b, c, x ≥ 0 and d > 0. One can also show that the relative interior Θ 0 of Θ consists of the points of Θ at which all the inequalities defining Θ are strict. It follows from Theorem 16 that if at some point p = (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ Θ the equality holds in (110) or (111), then we must have abcx = 0. Consequently, the relative boundary ∂Θ of Θ consists of the points p = (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ Θ for which abcxΦ(p) = 0.
Let us give yet another description of the region Θ. Recall that Σ i denotes the unit sphere in the subspace V i ⊆ V . 
Proof. If p = (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ Θ, then p ∈ σ · ∆ for some σ ∈ S 3 . As S 3 only permutes the coordinates a, b, c and leaves the coordinates d and z unchanged, we have a, b, c, x ≥ 0. Now (122) follows form Lemma 10 and Definition 11. ⊓ ⊔ Evidently, two LU-equivalent three-qubit states in Θ have the same coefficient d.
To prove the next proposition, we shall use the invariants Q i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 7, of three qubits which are described in Sec. 5. At a point p = (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ W 6 , we have
The following proposition gives the canonical form for pure three-qubit states that was mentioned in [11] but left open.
Proposition 28 Any normalized pure three-qubit state |φ is LU-equivalent to a state |ψ = a|100 + b|010 + c|001 + d|111 + z|000 ,
where p := (a, b, c, d, z) ∈ Θ, z = x + iy. Such state is unique if abcxΦ(p) > 0, i.e., if p ∈ Θ 0 . To guarantee the uniqueness of |ψ when abcxΦ(p) = 0, i.e., when p ∈ ∂Θ, we require that (i) y ≥ 0 and (ii) y = 0 if abc = 0.
Proof. First we show that |φ is LU-equivalent to some state in Θ. By Lemma 13 we can transform |φ into ∆ by the group G, i.e., there exist σ ∈ S 3 and g ∈ U(2) × U(2) × U(2) such that |χ := σg · |φ ∈ ∆. Consequently, |ψ := g · |φ ∈ σ −1 · ∆ ⊆ Θ. In order to prove the uniqueness assertions, suppose that we have two distinct points p = (a, b, c, d, z) and q = (ã,b,c,d,z) in Θ, which are equivalent under the local unitary group U(2) × U(2) × U(2) of three qubits. By definition of Θ, there exist σ, σ ′ ∈ S 3 such that σ ·p,σ ·q ∈ ∆. Note that the points σ ·p andσ ·q belong to the same orbit of G. Since 
